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In addition, water companies 
assessed customer feedback 
in preparation for their PR19 
submissions. The results showed 
that customers wanted long term 
network resilience, they would 
not support any deterioration in 
service levels, and they expected 
innovation and efficiency to be 
harnessed to keep costs down.

Whilst the targets and therefore 
challenges are significant, it’s 
also fair to say that PR19 has 
the potential to act as a positive 
catalyst within the sector, driving 
more innovation and greater 
collaboration to push down costs 
and meet physical targets. Water 
companies will be looking to 
improve the way in which they 
collect and analyse data to drive 
innovation,  prompting more 
inter-industry and cross-country 
conversations. Best practice will 
come from casting the net wide, 
and reviewing how to better 
monitor, manage and maintain  
assets, and of course serve  
customers.

To help water companies during 
this time, we have asked some 
leading experts to share their 

insights on the challenges and 
opportunities which PR19 presents. 
We have curated their thoughts 
into this Report which features 
a series of articles, each tackling 
different aspects – including asset 
protection, planning, building 
and maintenance through to 
leak detection and technology 
adoption. Thank you to all the 
contributors who have authored  
an article. 

By bringing a disparate array of 
thinking into one place we hope 
you find this document a helpful 
addition to your business as you 
square up to the challenge of PR19.

Of course, ensuring your assets are 
more visible, so that they are not 
needlessly struck by a third party 
during a dig is one important way 
to help reach those leak reduction 
targets – which is where LSBUD 
comes in. So, if you’d like to find out 
more about the role we can play in 
your PR19 strategy, then do get in 
touch with me.

Richard Broome
Managing Director
LSBUD (Linesearch BeforeUdig) 
richard.broome@lsbud.co.uk  

Dr Tim Watson, Co-founder 
and Director of Probit 
Consulting
Probit Consulting specialises 
in applying data analytics and 
optimisation to asset management. 
CSO and founder Tim Watson is an 
asset management specialist with 
over 25 years worldwide experience 
in determining the performance and 
investment needs for a wide range 
of assets and resources – including 
water infrastructure and non-
infrastructure.

Richard Broome, Managing 
Director at LSBUD
LSBUD is the nation’s leading safe 
digging service. It is a free to use, 
online enquiry service that provides 
the location of underground asset 
infrastructure across the UK, helping 
prevent damage and disruption to 
the UK’s pipe and cable networks.

Richard is a Chartered Surveyor, 
with over 10 years’ experience in the 
property and utility industry, as well 
as being a member of the Utility 
Strike Avoidance Group’s  
Steering Group.

David Frost, Chief Executive 
at Ovarro
Ovarro, formerly Servelec 
Technologies and Primayer, supplies 
leading monitoring and control 
technology to the water, oil & gas, 
transport and broadcast sectors. 
Since acquiring leakage experts 
Primayer in 2019, it now provides 
end-to-end products required to 
protect critical national infrastructure.

David has an extensive background 
in engineering and product 
development, with 28 years’ 
experience in relevant sectors.

Dr Benjamin Tam, Managing 
Director at Isle UK 
Isle UK is an independent technology 
and innovation consultancy that has 
been bringing together technical 
and commercial specialists for  
10 years. 

Benjamin has held a variety of 
scientific and managerial roles in 
the water sector, particularly around 
scientific problem solving and 
implementing new technologies, 
strategies and ideas.

Lila Thompson, Chief 
Executive of British Water
British Water is a dynamic trade 
association with a membership 
covering all sectors of the water 
and wastewater industry, including 
manufacturers, suppliers, contractors 
and consultants. 

Lila has over 20 years of experience 
driving business growth, policy 
development and stakeholder 
engagement.

Rich Matthews, Managing 
Director at Siltbuster
Siltbuster Process Solutions is 
the UK’s number one provider of 
modular and packaged treatment 
solutions for the municipal and 
industrial wastewater sectors.

Rich has been involved with the 
water and wastewater industry for 
more than 20 years. His expertise 
ranges from the delivery of 
quality and capital maintenance 
improvements, through to providing 
responsive water treatment solutions 
for the construction, municipal and 
industrial sectors, in the UK and 
internationally.

Contributorswww.lsbud.co.uk

About LSBUD
LSBUD (Linesearch BeforeUdig) 
is a free to use online safe digging 
service, providing the location 
of underground assets and 
infrastructure across the UK. Any 
individual or organisation can use 
the collaborative portal to check 
their works against more than 
90 asset owners’ utility networks. 
These assets include over 850,000 
kilometres of underground and 
overhead pipes and cables in the 
water, electricity, gas, high pressure 
fuel and fibre optic networks. The 
service processes over 2.8 million 
enquiries per annum - that’s more 
than one every 11 seconds.

For those doing the digging, the 
service quickly and effectively 
provides information about LSBUD’s 
members’ assets, allowing the 
excavation works to be carried  
out safely.

For asset owners (Members), the 
collaborative portal helps protect 
underground infrastructure by 
increasing third parties’ knowledge  
of assets. This encourages safer 
working environments and reduces 
asset strikes.

Members currently registered with 
the service range from leading utility 
companies such as Northumbrian 
Water, Essex & Suffolk Water, SES 
Water, Portsmouth Water, National 
Grid, UK Power Networks, SSE, 
Western Power Distribution, Wales 
& West Utilities and SGN to fuel 
suppliers like BP, Esso and Shell and 
telecoms providers including Zayo 
and Gigaclear.  

LSBUD’s goal is clear: encourage 
all UK asset owners to make their 
asset information available via its 
collaborative service, keeping assets 
and workers safe in the process. 

THERE IS NO DOUBT  
THAT PR19 INTRODUCED  
BY OFWAT HAS PUT THE  
WATER SECTOR UNDER  
EXTREME PRESSURE.               

The document, which was published in December 
2019, contains several key demands for water  
companies in England and Wales over the next  
five years, including significantly cutting both  
leakage rates and mains bursts. 
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OPTIMISING  
INVESTMENT  
THROUGH SMART ASSET  
PLANNING – WHERE 
AND WHEN TO DIG?

The pressure is on for water companies 
to make smarter business decisions and 
deliver better regulatory and customer 
outcomes in AMP7. Targets set by Ofwat, 
the water industry regulator, include a 
16 percent reduction in leakage, a mains 
bursts’ reduction of 12 percent and at 
the same time bills will fall by 12 percent 
before inflation. 

One of the biggest risks leaks and bursts 
present to utilities is the cost of flooding, 
which can be significant when insurance 
claims, supply interruptions, reactive 
repairs and regulatory penalties are all 
included. One of the UK’s biggest claims 
for flooding was caused by a burst 20-inch 
main in Tooley Street, London in 2008 - 
losses ran to tens of millions of pounds. 

Customer service is a priority for Ofwat  
in AMP7 along with resilience, innovation 
and affordability, and nowhere do these 
themes intersect more strongly than 
around tackling leaks and bursts. Utilities 
now need to meet guidance for Ofwat’s 
Customer Measure of Experience  
(C-MeX), which comes into operation 
in April 2020, and incentivises water 
companies to provide an excellent 
experience for residential customers  
across the value chain. 

Minimising potentially catastrophic risk 
with straitened budgets is challenging; 
to some it may feel impossible, but 
the availability of advanced asset 
management software means forward-
looking utilities can have the tools at hand. 

Identifying exposure to flood risk from 
buried assets is an essential part of such 
an assessment and plays a key role in 
investment decision-making. It is now 
possible to build data-rich models and 
run unlimited scenarios across an entire 
asset base, ensuring that the best possible 
investment decisions are made at asset 
level and any aggregated level above. 

Meeting regulatory targets  
within budgets
The provision of timely, accurate and 
comprehensive assessment of flood risk 
is challenging and requires complex 
modelling and analysis. A software 
platform developed by Probit Consulting 
is being used by one UK utility to optimise 
the investment required to minimise trunk 
mains risk in the most efficient manner 
possible while meeting regulatory targets 
within budgets. 

The system can run unlimited scenarios 
to determine optimal investment plans. 

One of the UK’s 
biggest claims 
for flooding was 
caused by a 
burst 20-inch 
main in Tooley 
Street, London in 
2008 - losses ran 
to tens of millions 
of pounds 

Challenging targets on leaks and bursts mean water  
utilities need a more targeted approach to planning their 
investment, says Dr Tim Watson, co-founder and Director of 
Probit Consulting.

Optimising investment through smart asset planning – where and when to dig?

Customer service is a priority  
for Ofwat in AMP7 along with  
resilience, innovation and  
affordability, and nowhere do 
these themes intersect more 
strongly than around tackling 
leaks and bursts.

www.lsbud.co.uk
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These can help the utility avert and 
mitigate major flood and leakage incidents 
that could cause disruption to customers 
and communities and incur significant 
penalties.

Users can ask questions in an intuitive 
manner to assess the trade-off between 
risk, service and cost. Typical questions 
might be: 

• If I do nothing, and just react, what will 
happen? 

• How much will it cost to maintain 
current performance? 

• What is the best level of service and 
least risk I can achieve with a limited 
budget? 

• If I want to maintain my network in the 
same condition what will it cost? 

• If I replace assets based on age what 
will it cost? 

The ability to carry out extensive and 
detailed 2D flood modelling across the 
entire water and trunk mains network, and 
combine outputs with robust statistical 
and engineering models, means that 

water utilities now have the capability to 
predict asset performance over short and 
long timelines at a very granular level. 

Optimisation can be undertaken at 
pipe level across the network to ensure 
investment is targeted in the most 
efficient manner possible. All inputs, 
flood risk and probability models, and 
other service drivers can be incorporated 
within risk maps, providing a clear and 
transparent view of asset performance, 
risk, and outcomes. 

Technologies like this provide a targeted 
approach to quantifying direct risks and 
benefits and the investment required to 
mitigate risk at individual asset level. They 
represent a step-change in capability as 
traditional asset investment planning tools 
do this at cohort or project level, or require 
several optimisation iterations, resulting 
in sub-optimal results and very long and 
impractical run times. 

This is the first time an asset level 
optimisation tool has been deployed at 
such scale and the utility involved has 

run hundreds of scenarios with varying 
objectives and multiple constraints, 
processing investment decisions in hours 
that previously took months or were 
simply not possible. 

The ability to synthesise and combine 
all data, models and other inputs in a 
clear and transparent manner is a key 
innovation and will allow water utilities 
to maximise the value from these inputs. 
The use of risk-based decision support 
platforms to optimise investment is 
already feeding directly into water 
companies’ five-year PR19 submissions. 
Outputs are also used on a more  
regular basis to assess flood risk and 
emergency response. 

These kinds of technologies not only 
help set the strategic plan for utilities, 
but also inform programmes of delivery. 
They can also be developed across other 
assets including planning for integrated 
demand management to identify how 
water supplies will be maintained over the 
long-term, and management of above-
ground assets such as water treatment 

works, sewage treatment works, pumping 
stations, and reservoirs.

Fast, flexible, intuitive software that 
can optimise asset investment under 
multiple performance, risk and budgetary 
constraints allows users to target 
investment at a local, individual asset 
level. This ensures maintenance and 
replacement works take place where they 
are most needed and most efficient; for 
example, on pipes where the flood risk is 
highest.  It also allows the maximisation 
of return on investment and supports the 
high level of customer service delivery 
demanded by the regulator.

Conclusion
The regulatory challenge is massive, 
but a smarter approach to network 
asset investment, founded on risk-
based principles and integrating data 
from multiple sources will enable 
analysts to prioritise investment, repair 
and maintenance instantly, saving on 
detection costs and reactive leak repairs. 
Water companies and their customers will 
be the winners. 

A smarter  
approach to  
network asset  
investment,  
founded on  
risk-based  
principles and 
integrating data 
from multiple 
sources will  
enable analysts 
to prioritise  
investment,  
repair and maint- 
enance instantly, 
saving on  
detection costs 
and reactive  
leak repairs

Minimising potentially  
catastrophic risk with straitened 
budgets is challenging; to some 
it may feel impossible, but  
the availability of advanced  
asset management software 
means forward-looking utilities 
can have the tools at hand. 

Optimising investment through smart asset planning – where and when to dig?www.lsbud.co.uk
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GREATER  
COLLABORATION  
IS KEY

Yet, surprisingly just one in five water 
companies is part of the LSBUD portal, 
a collaborative resource which enables 
construction firms, contractors and the 
public to rapidly see all the underground 
infrastructure which is present on a site 
before they start digging.

Richard Broome, Managing Director 
at LSBUD, considers why this is and 
why water companies, under pressure 
from PR19, need to rapidly recognise 
the benefits of joining in and start 
‘collaborating’.

At the very time when it is tasked by 
Ofwat with reducing leaks, it would be fair 
to assume that the water sector would be 
investigating anything possible to reduce 
preventable, and often costly, water leaks 
caused by third party damage. Especially 
given Ofwat’s key focus on vulnerability 
of assets and asset resilience; Ofwat now 
treats asset failures caused by third parties 
in the same way as any other failure 
of the company’s assets or unplanned 
interruptions and the financial penalties 
that result from customer lost minutes can 
be considerable.

The background
The risk of an accidental asset strike for 
companies whose assets are not available 
on the LSBUD portal is considerable. There 
were over 2.8 million searches on the 
portal in 2019. This equates to 71 percent 
of the total excavation projects which took 
place – and that percentage is growing 

strongly year on year.  

Furthermore, our data shows that 
emergency works are on the rise, 
increasing by 59 percent in the last year 
alone. These are situations where workers 
can’t wait weeks for their search data to 
come in. If it’s a low risk utility – in health 
and safety terms - like water, the workers 
in such emergency situations may be 
tempted to start without all searches 
being completed. All the more reason 
for assets to be available on the LSBUD 
portal, as it delivers detailed, risk assessed 
responses to enquiries within minutes.  
Indeed, the feedback from those out in the 
field suggests that the water industry is all 
too aware of the severe penalties being 
handed out for not resolving leakage in a 
limited timescale. This means that there is 
very limited time for searches that may not 
be seen as necessary for all works.

Many gas, electricity and telecoms 
companies are also aware of this pressure 
and have taken action as a result. Of the 
UK’s 1.5 million kilometres of underground 
utility infrastructure, more than 850,000 
kilometres are currently available to those 
searching for the location of underground 
assets. 70 percent of the UK’s electricity 
networks, and 80 percent of gas are on 
the portal. In stark contrast, less than 15 
percent of the UK’s water infrastructure is 
available through LSBUD, meaning that 85 
percent of water companies are missing 
out on benefits they simply can’t get 
anywhere else.   

The type of assets owned and operated 
by the fuel, gas or electricity industries 
pose a greater risk of potential injury to 
those doing the digging, so their owners 
inevitably take protecting those workers 
and assets very seriously indeed. This 
is represented with approximately 85 
percent of these assets being registered 
on the service.  However, surely no water 
company wants its pipes to be needlessly 
struck either – especially at a time when 
it’s already under pressure to deliver a 17 
percent reduction in leakage.

Better use of the data
In this ‘data revolution’ era, it is not 
surprising that there is much to be 
gained from using data more effectively, 
especially when it comes to better 
protecting assets.  

It is important that water companies 
understand that the service does not just 
supply asset maps; it collates highly useful 
data about what activities are taking place 
along the length and breadth of the UK’s 
networks. Instead of thinking about it as a 
service that simply supplies information, 
it must be viewed as a two-way data 
exchange, which can offer its Members 
unrivalled insights, all designed to keep 
their assets safe.

Furthermore, because our collaborative 
portal covers roughly 60 percent of the 
underground assets in Great Britain, and 
is used for a search every eleven seconds, 

there is a huge amount of data collected. 
Not only is the sample size incredibly 
large, but it is high quality and up-to-
the-minute. This means that it can inform 
network operators. It tells them who is 
planning to work in the vicinity of their 
network, the type of work they are doing, 
when they are doing it and perhaps most 
importantly, the exact locations. Not only 
is this beneficial in the short term, but the 
continued use of data, and the improved 
understanding of it, allows companies to 
recognise trends and make predictions 
based on the statistics already seen. 

This data also provides network operators 
with the ability to control and manage 
works close to their assets, and where 
necessary provide a greater level of 
protection. There is also a significant 
opportunity to use predictive analytics 
after modelling previous strike incidents 
to continually improve the understanding 
of risks to a network.  This represents a 
vital opportunity for the water sector to 
benefit from this data and have greater 
insights into the past, present and future 
activity around its network – ensuring 
both resilience and customer service are 
improved. 

Chiming with the pressures  
of PR19
This is pertinent because PR19 has 
tasked water companies with addressing 
the issue of resilience. They are being 
challenged to look after their assets 

Someone inadvertently striking a water pipe during  
excavation work can have a significant impact on not only the 
pipe itself but the water company’s business – disrupting its 
ability to supply customers, damaging its reputation and  
racking up repair costs. 

There were  
over 2.8 million 
searches on the 
portal last year. 
This equates to 
71 percent of the 
total excavation 
projects which 
took place

According  
to research by  
The University of 
Birmingham, the 
true cost of an 
asset strike is 29 
times the direct 
cost; so, for every 
£1,000 of direct 
repair cost arising 
from a utility strike 
the true cost is 
£29,000

Greater collaboration is key

x29

www.lsbud.co.uk
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better, enable those assets to perform 
to a higher level and reduce the need 
for additional repair, maintenance and 
capital expenditure.  Without having a 
complete picture of the digging practices 
taking place around their networks, water 
companies can’t expect to make the best 
headway on this.

There is also the commercial impact to 
consider. As a result of an asset strike, 
pipes and cables need to be repaired, 
and the indirect costs, such as worker 
ill-health, traffic disruption, impact on 
the immediate neighbourhood, loss of 
custom to local businesses and so forth 
all need to be factored into that repair bill. 
According to research by The University 
of Birmingham, the true cost of an asset 
strike is 29 times the direct cost; so, for 
every £1,000 of direct repair cost arising 
from a utility strike the true cost is £29,000. 

Another major consideration is the 
need to reduce leakage by an average 
of 17 percent. The more proactive water 
companies are sharing their underground 
infrastructure data to construction 
companies and the general public, which 
makes this target more achievable.

There is also the impact a strike can 
have on customer supply and service. 
An outage on a high-pressure main 
can have knock-on effects for a vast 
number of water customers, who 
expect, and demand, a consistent flow 
of potable water direct to their homes 

and businesses. Such outages will be 
penalised by Ofwat, and in a change 
from PR14, third party damage is now a 
contributory factor that water companies 
are penalised for. This is something asset 
owners need to consider more closely - 
especially when PR19 has set a significant 
64 percent reduction target for customer 
interruptions. 

The potential difference
So, what difference to the water sector’s 
leakage, outage and maintenance/repair 
costs is possible through the LSBUD 
portal?  Without sight of the sector’s 
figures it is hard to say. However, what we 
can indicate is the volume of additional 
searches which a water company’s assets 
will appear on (and therefore the risk it will 
mitigate) if it registers.

As a comparative asset owner outside of 
the water industry, Wales & West Utilities 
looks after the pipes that keep the gas 
flowing to 7.5m people across Wales and 
south west England. In 2018, it received 
23,000 search enquiries, which is certainly 
a healthy number of requests. After 
making its asset information available on 
the LSBUD portal in 2019, it received more 
than 500,000 enquiries. Furthermore, the 
time to handle enquiries fell from five days 
to just under two minutes. This reduced 
the risk of people just carrying on with the 
dig without a search, including those that 
matched the parameters of an ‘emergency’ 
request. This mirrored SGN’s experience, 
which has recently quoted LSBUD in its 

In 2018, it  
received 23,000 
search enquiries, 
which is certainly 
a healthy number 
of requests.  
After making its 
asset information  
available on  
the LSBUD  
portal in 2019, it 
received more 
than 500,000  
enquiries.

It’s important to 
point out that our 
portal doesn’t 
actually need a 
Member’s data in 
order to function, 
we can simply let 
them know who 
is requesting their 
data and allow 
them to make the 
decision on how 
to handle it 

most recent Business Plan submitted to 
Ofgem, as something that has helped 
them reduce unplanned interruptions 
caused by third parties by 43 percent in 
the first year since joining the portal.

As water utilities are striving for 
improvements, imagine how much 
avoidable asset damage and water loss 
they could achieve with this level of 
improved visibility and speed. I’d urge 
those in the water sector to  do everything 
possible to make their information 
available. The more asset owners who 
share their information through one 
central location, the more enquiries every 
utility company receives. We call this the 
‘safety of the herd.’

Data security
One issue which all water companies will 
be interested in is the security of their 
data. It’s easy to understand why given the 
concerns about data breaches.  However, 
it is important to point out that our portal 
doesn’t actually need a Member’s data in 
order to function, we can simply let them 
know who is requesting their data and 
allow them to make the decision on how 
to handle it. For our 90+ Members, two 
things are consistent; they are all notified 
about every search made through the 
service, and they completely control  
what happens to their data and who  
can access it. 

The lessons learned from  
other sectors
The water industry has plenty that it can 
learn from the fuel, gas and electricity 
sectors, who are already benefiting from a 
cross-sector approach to protecting their 
networks. By collaborating on a central 
portal, other utility operators appear in 
more searches, which in turn keeps their 
assets safer, reduces costs, delivers greater 
efficiencies and improves their regulatory 
performance.

With fewer people damaging their 

networks, these asset owners have  
fewer outages and interruptions, so 
customer service is improved, repair  
costs are minimised, and brand reputation 
is enhanced.

Asset owners on the service are also 
using this collaborative approach to be 
more proactive, using the available data 
to futureproof their networks, and stop 
accidents occurring ahead of time. Search 
locations are being checked against 
high-risk assets before work is undertaken. 
Those projects operating in areas that 
are perceived as high-risk are anticipated 
ahead of time and can be stopped until 
the asset owner is able to provide  
suitable supervision. 

We are also seeing workers and work types 
being better profiled in these sectors, with 
utilities looking at a firm’s safety records, 
as well as where the high-risk activities are 
taking place. Water companies could be 
similarly using data to analyse dig projects 
before a spade hits the ground, better 
protecting all assets, especially those that 
are at the highest risk from strikes. 

The water sector & searching
Ironically, when it comes to performing 
searches, our data shows that water 
companies and their contractors are 
actually extremely good. Indeed, they 
are the second biggest user group for 
searches, with water-related projects 
accounting for 574,000 out of the 2.8 
million searches (21 percent). 

This willingness for water companies to 
use the free search facility on the LSBUD 
portal needs to be translated into a 
willingness to share their asset data. If 
water companies are going to meet the 
demands of PR19 and better protect their 
assets, enhance their resilience, maximise 
their budgets and reduce leakages they 
need to come onboard and develop a 
collaboration mindset when it comes  
to searches.

Greater collaboration is key

20
18

20
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Without having a complete picture  
of the digging practices taking place 
around their networks, water  
companies can’t expect to make  
the best headway on this.

www.lsbud.co.uk
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REGULATION  
DRIVING CHANGE  
IN LEAK DETECTION

Around 21% of water put into the public 
supply in England and Wales is lost and 
with climate change and an increasing 
population leading to widespread water 
stress, pressure on water companies to 
plug leaks has never been greater.

Many have set themselves much tougher 
targets than the 16% imposed by Ofwat 
over the next five years - with Thames 
Water and Yorkshire Water both citing 25% 
reduction from 2020-25.  

And UK Water Industry Research is looking 
even further ahead by asking how we 
achieve zero leakage by 2050.

It is Ofwat’s current policy that customers 
should not pay extra costs and with an 
ageing distribution network becoming 
ever-more prone to leaks and bursts, it is 
clear water utilities cannot continue to do 
what they have always done and deliver 
on their commitments. 

Historically, the regulatory framework for 
England & Wales was focused on keeping 
leakage at a relatively constant level. This 
was intended to balance the cost of leak 
management against the short-term value 
of water production. 

Companies calculated a sustainable 
economic level of leakage based on 
data derived under this legacy approach 

- effectively creating a self-fulfilling 
prophecy, given that it is very expensive 
to make significant reductions in leakage 
using standard approaches.

A compounding issue is that companies 
often cut leakage budgets following 
those years when weather was benign 
from a leakage perspective, and meeting 
targets relatively straightforward.  This 
short-termism meant water companies 
then struggled to hit targets during colder 
winters. It also limited investment in 
continuous improvement of the network.

The pressure coming from consumers 
and the government make it clear that 
a different approach is now needed and 
new detection technologies and a move 
towards creating smart networks have a 
vital role to play. 

The good news is industrial IoT is 
reshaping automation, engineering and 
infrastructure globally and for the water 
industry, the installation of multiple cost-
effective leak detection devices makes 
capturing real-time operational data  
much easier. 

By harnessing and transmitting this wealth 
of newly available data, companies can 
carry out strategic operational analysis to 
drive efficiencies and reduce cost - the 
report Funding Approaches for Leakage 

Around 21%  
of water put  
into the public 
supply in  
England and 
Wales is lost  
and with climate 
change and  
an increasing 
population  
leading to  
widespread  
water stress,  
pressure on  
water companies 
to plug leaks  
has never  
been greater

The scale of leak reduction required by water companies in 
England and Wales in AMP7 is sharpening strategies to address 
this industry challenge, with smart technology having a vital 
role to play, says David Frost, Chief Executive at Ovarro, the 
new name for Servelec Technologies and Primayer, specialists 
in leakage detection. 

Regulation driving change in leak detection

Historically, the regulatory  
framework for England &  
Wales was focused on keeping  
leakage at a relatively constant 
level. This was intended to  
balance the cost of leak  
management against the  
short-term value of  
water production. 

www.lsbud.co.uk
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CAN RESPONDCurrently, the average time for a  
new technology to come to market  
and be adopted is seven years, too  
long if companies are to deliver  
what the regulator expects – a sharp  
improvement in performance while  
reducing customer bills.

Reduction, written by PWC on behalf 
of Ofwat, says the “the cost of further 
reducing leakage is constantly evolving 
as new technology is made available, and 
this could drive down the cost of leakage 
reduction in the future”.

Acoustic loggers that can pinpoint leaks 
by measuring the sound generated by 
water escaping the network are front-of-
field - immersed acoustic hydrophone 
sensors, that in essence “listen” to sound 
waves inside the pipe to pinpoint leaks. 

The hydrophone sensors are placed 
permanently into the pipe at fittings  
such as fire hydrants or dedicated access 
points. This means greater sensitivity, 
resulting in more leaks being found more 
quickly, on pipes made from a range of 
materials including plastics and on large 
diameter pipes. 

As part of a £50 million investment in 
leak reduction, and its increasing move 
towards smart networks, Yorkshire Water 
has installed nearly 40,000 acoustic 
loggers across its region.

Elsewhere, Ovarro has been working 
closely with Anglian Water on the roll-
out of a multi-point noise correlation 
system, the Enigma3hyQ. Loggers transmit 
daily leak noise data to a server via the 
3G or GPRS communication networks. 
Correlation is performed automatically 
and remotely every 24 hours on signals 
received from many loggers in order to 
locate leak positions accurately. 

The user can listen to the recorded noise, 
helping to confirm that correlation results 
are due to leak noise. The data is available 
at any location, on any desktop or mobile 
device, via a cloud-based data collection 
software platform. 

With this technology Anglian Water has 
been able to fix leaks proactively which 
offers a significant improvement in 
customer satisfaction. 

Smart meters, capable of providing hourly 
meter reads, are also proving effective in 
providing more reliable leakage estimates 

and faster detection rates. Data from 
327,000 smart meters installed by Thames 
Water has prevented over 20 million litres 
per day of leakage since April 2019.

A 2017 trial by Anglian Water, that saw 
smart meters rolled out in the town of 
Newmarket, was helping reduce the 
impact of leaks in customers’ homes by 
108,000 litres a day by April 2018. 

Anglian is embracing innovation further 
for its latest trial, announced in January 
2020, by using fibre optic cables that are 
fed into pipes allowing for technology to 
continually monitor the pipeline for leaks 
by creating thousands of virtual sensors 
along the pipeline. 

Companies are also exploring using 
satellite technology to identify leaks from 
space, providing an alternative solution in 
some scenarios. 

The ability of utilities to gather 
more reliable data in these ways will 
undoubtedly lead to faster decision 
making and repairs, but all parts of the 
business must have their house in order - 
leaking pipes must ultimately be repaired 
and replaced, and civil engineering will 
always play a part. Similarly, customer 
engagement and communications will 
continue to be key and water companies 
must be seen to lead from the front if 
they are asking customers to join them in 
taking responsibility for water stewardship.  

Water companies can help themselves 
further by ensuring procurement 
processes enable quicker adoption of 
new technology and perhaps setting up 
specialist data management teams to 
review the increasing amount of incoming 
data, so it can bring maximum value to  
the business.

The challenge ahead should not be 
underestimated, but by acting now to 
adopt new technology and adopting 
and sharing improved processes, water 
companies can succeed and have the 
positive environmental impact that is 
expected by customers and the regulator.

Adoption beats innovation

ADOPTION BEATS  
INNOVATION

While water utilities should be reassured 
that many solutions exist for each target 
area, all efforts should now go into moving 
these early-stage technologies forward, 
from rigorous pilots to nationwide rollout. 

Currently, the average time for a new 
technology to come to market and 
be adopted is seven years, too long 
if companies are to deliver what the 
regulator expects – a sharp improvement 

in performance while reducing  
customer bills.

The water companies that succeed will 
be those that recognise the urgency and 
commit to faster adoption of new and 
available technologies.

Water companies have been good 
supporters of academic research to 
problem-solve the sector’s challenges - 
they now need to become early adopters 

Innovating and adopting new technologies are essential for 
success in AMP7, but water companies must act now to have  
a fighting chance of meeting the stringent targets set by  
regulator Ofwat, says Benjamin Tam, Managing Director  
at innovation consultancy Isle Utilities.

A 2017 trial by 
Anglian Water, 
that saw smart 
meters rolled out 
in the town of 
Newmarket, was 
helping reduce 
the impact  
of leaks in  
customers’ 
homes by 
108,000 litres 
a day by April 
2018. 
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of this technology and others. To make this 
transition, there are some clear focus areas:

Cultural change
Rethinking business processes and policies 
can smooth the path towards enabling 
innovation, removing historic barriers 
within an organisation, for example:

Publish innovation needs – companies 
should understand what their priorities 
and strategic goals are, decide what they 
want to achieve through innovation, 
and publish those needs clearly through 
strategy documents, company websites, 
innovation portals and supply chain 
workshops.  Innovation teams should aim 
to focus on these areas and not spread 
themselves too thinly. Water companies 
often try to do a bit of everything and 
be pulled in different directions that 
seem more urgent. If they really want to 
accelerate innovation, they must focus on 
a smaller number of specific areas but be 
completely clear about what these are and 
what support they need. 

Ensure continued project funding 
- water companies are very good at 
fundamental research such as funding 
PhDs at universities, but these are normally 
multi-year projects, sometimes only 
leading to non-commercial solutions. To 
get a technology that is profitable takes 
resources, which is why very few research 
projects go all the way through to be 
adopted commercially at scale. Water 
companies have a role to play in helping 
the technologies cross this chasm to 
adoption, finding ways to invest or help 
build the business cases so follow-on 
funding becomes available from  
external sources. 

Engage with employees – Fulltime roles 
dedicated to innovation are common 
across water companies. Primarily they 
act as the central point for technical 
projects, often skilled in getting buy-in 

from across the business to try something 
new. But the creation of these roles should 
not stop other employees becoming 
involved in innovation – it should be part 
of everyone’s duty to help facilitate and 
adopt ideas. The mindset of a company 
needs to be geared towards developing 
an idea and not blocking it. To engage 
and involve the workforce further, show 
employees new technology in use and 
demonstrate the benefits it will bring to 
the business.  New ways of working will be 
necessary in AMP7 and having motivated 
and engaged teams, who are incentivised 
to take on the extra burden of doing 
something differently, is an essential part 
of the journey.

Communication 
Strong relationships are key to success and 
the way a water company communicates 
with a technology firm can have a 
profound impact on the outcome of a 
project. Successful technology adoption 
occurs when the expectations and 
outcomes are aligned. 

Both sides should work together and 
maintain their side of the deal. Not all 
technologies will be suitable and both 
sides need to be clear about when the fit 
is not right so that no time is wasted. Be 
conscious of technology company needs 
– they are often small and have a lot  
at stake. 

Calculated risk-taking
It should be accepted by water companies 
that sometimes investing in a technology, 
either financially or through other 
resources, may not bring a big return on 
their investment because the benefits 
are potentially unproven. They need to 
feel able to take risks and allow failure to 
happen in a controlled way.  

No-one wants to see customers’ money 
wasted but Ofwat understands companies 
are not going to move forward quickly 

without making some mistakes. 

In setting out its plans to run a collectively-
funded innovation competition at 
least once a year throughout AMP7, 
the regulator recognised that ‘not all 
innovation projects will be successful, so 
sharing of information, lessons learned, 
and best practice will be at the heart of 
the competition’.

We fully support the streamlining of pilot 
projects and hope to see appropriate 
incentivisation to encourage water 
companies to take that risk and be the first 
to step forward. 

An update on Ofwat’s plan is imminent. 
It will be a significant opportunity for 
the sector to set out transformational 
innovation projects in AMP7.

Timing
There is a huge amount of technology 
ready to be adopted. Companies should 
now be getting their first trials up and 
running, steering more towards adopting 
technologies that are available now, as 
opposed to innovating purely new ideas. 
They should be looking to introduce new 
technology during the first two or three 
years of AMP7 – this is the most crucial 
time to capture the benefits over the 
five-year period. Left any later, they will be 
fighting to catch up and the technology 
will not have the desired impact on their 
target areas.  

The momentous efforts needed to 
succeed in AMP7 may seem daunting 
– but these are unprecedented times 
and the sector needs to strengthen its 
capability to respond to the challenges 
it faces. With the right structures in place 
to adopt ideas and technologies quickly, 
the next five years will give it a huge 
opportunity to evolve and transform into 
a resilient, progressive, forward-looking 
industry.

Water  
companies  
often try to  
do a bit of  
everything  
and be pulled  
in different  
directions  
that seem  
more urgent
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RADICAL CHANGE 
NEEDED TO DELIVER  
IN AMP7 

Our industry has a proud history of 
world-changing innovation in the field 
of environmental protection and public 
health and the supplier community 
continues to lead the way. 

In AMP7 it will be digital, data-led 
technology that will change the landscape 
but only through closer collaboration with 
industry partners will water companies be 
able to take full advantage of the options 
available, address key challenges and meet 
regulators’ expectations.

To fully embrace this digital revolution, 
water companies should explore all 
available technology, from SMEs and  
large companies, much of which could  
be game-changing for customers and  
the environment.  

As the lead representative body for the 
UK water industry supply community, 
British Water is in close dialogue with 
its members, including suppliers, 
manufacturers, contractors and 
consultants.  

We know the supply chain offers a wealth 
of new ideas and tools in data analytics, 
sensors, artificial intelligence and robotics, 
particularly in the areas of leak detection, 
flood resilience, asset management and 
water resource planning. Members can 
provide bespoke solutions to defined 

needs and targets - but to fully harness 
these skills some changes in approach 
 are needed.

We learned through our 2019 Water 
Company Performance Survey of 400 
members and non-members, that water 
companies could be missing out on 
opportunities to try something new 
and innovative because of restrictions 
within the procurement process. For 
example, during tendering, we would urge 
procurement teams to put more focus on 
the desired outcome of a project rather 
than on cost or a specific solution. 

More flexibility in the process would 
benefit all parties and remove barriers 
to innovation.  Companies also need to 
fully understand and trust their suppliers’ 
expertise and give them the opportunity 
to develop the best possible solution. 
Being involved at the design stage of a 
project can help ensure optimal outcomes 
and also help form stronger partnerships. 

This desire for closer working between 
water companies and suppliers is shared 
by Ofwat, which in an innovation report 
in December 2019 said it wanted to 
see “companies work more effectively 
together, and with their supply chain, to 
better tackle challenges”.

The report, Time to act, now: driving 

Water  
companies 
could be  
missing out on 
opportunities  
to try something 
new and  
innovative  
because of  
restrictions within 
the procurement 
process

The water industry is facing unprecedented challenges,  
with climate change, population growth and rising customer 
expectations driving transformation. But, says British Water 
chief executive Lila Thompson, further radical change is  
needed if Ofwat’s stretching AMP7 targets are to deliver  
for customers and the environment.

Radical change needed to deliver in AMP7

To fully embrace  
this digital revolution,  
water companies should  
explore all available technology.
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transformational innovation in the 
sector, also recognised there remained 
“significant untapped opportunities” for 
companies to work with the supply chain 
and those in other sectors to trial and 
adopt transformational new practices and 
technology. 

Most recently, in a British Water Thought 
Leadership interview, Ofwat chief 
executive Rachel Fletcher reiterated 
the importance of closer collaboration, 
particularly on the testing and trialling of 
new technology which could be key to 
transformation. 

We are therefore encouraged by the 
regulator’s decision to make up to £200m 
of additional funding available through 
an AMP7 innovation competition, which 
could potentially lead to a water centre 
of excellence drawing on the use of 
existing assets for trials. We look forward 
to seeing Ofwat’s detailed framework 
and urge all water companies to consider 
getting involved in this exciting initiative, 
which could signal a step-change for the 
industry.

While taking these steps will undoubtedly 
help the water industry succeed in AMP7, 
it must recognise it has yet to embrace the 
benefits of a genuinely diverse workforce 
and is missing out on a wealth of talent. 

In terms of gender, ethnicity and disability, 
the UK water workforce is less diverse 
than the wider UK workforce. Figures 
from Energy & Utility Skills show only 
20% of the industry’s workforce is female, 
compared to 47% for all sectors; 12% has 
a disability, compared to 15% and just 4% 
is from a Black, Asian and minority ethnic 
(BAME) background, compared to 15% 
representation across the workforce.

For the industry to truly move forward 
and flourish, it must address this disparity. 
Striving for genuine diversity is not only 
ethically correct, it makes good business 
sense - according to the Chartered 
Institute of Business, firms with the highest 
levels of gender and ethnic diversity are 

between 15% and 35% more likely to 
outperform their rivals.

A predicted industry skills gap of 63,000 
people over the next decade, due in 
part to an ageing workforce that is 
approaching retirement, the tightening 
of the labour market and a demand for 
technical skills from other sectors, makes 
it all the more necessary to bridge the 
diversity gap.

British Water has signed a pledge 
committing to equality within its own 
workforce, setting out eight promises 
which include: 

• Ensuring its workforce continues to be 
at least 50 percent female and from 
diverse backgrounds

• Ensuring 30 percent of its non-
executive board are women by 2025 
– currently there is only one female 
director on a board of 12

• Including at least one female speaker/
panelist at its industry events 

• Encouraging all employees and 
directors to confront bias.

We challenge all companies in the water 
sector to look at their own demographics 
and make any changes necessary to 
remove barriers around recruitment, 
retention and progression. We must also 
put our collective efforts into sending out 
positive messages to make the sector an 
appealing place to work so it can become 
more inclusive and truly representative of 
the communities it serves.

At our Building Collaboration in the 
Water Industry event in July 2019, Ofwat 
told delegates the industry had to be 
bigger and bolder in its approach and, 
with AMP7, we have an opportunity to 
do just that. It is encouraging that so 
many conversations have started - let us 
maintain that momentum and collaborate, 
educate and innovate, so we can deliver 
for customers, the environment and the 
regulator and transform the water industry 
for future generations. 

HOW THE WATER  
INDUSTRY CAN  
RESPOND TO THE  
CHALLENGES OF PR19

It is widely accepted that AMP7 presents 
some significant challenges for the 
sector in terms of the scale of investment 
required and the expected outcomes.  The 
ambition is to provide more cost-effective, 
resilient services for the customer. This 
is against the backdrop of a growing 
transient population, challenging 
environmental conditions and the impact 
of climate change, all of which cannot be 
underestimated.  Whilst the record level 
of capital investment during this period 
totals in excess of £50bn, the need to 
provide more resilient solutions is still a 
major challenge.

Recent events demonstrate the impact 
severe climate conditions can have, and 
the need to therefore protect assets 
or provide resilient solutions as part of 
the investment process.  This outlook 
is required both across the water and 
wastewater infrastructure to demonstrate 
best value and enhance environmental 
credentials. 

The necessary investment needs to 
be targeted, adaptable and maximise 
the potential of existing assets without 
compromising future investment 
demands. Resilience - by which I mean 
‘toughness or the capacity to recover 

CHALLENGES
OF PR19

HOW THE
WATER INDUSTRY

CAN RESPOND

Rich Matthews, MD at Siltbuster Process Solutions, the UK’s 
number one provider of responsive water treatment solutions 
for the municipal and industrial sectors, discusses how the  
water industry can best tackle the demands placed upon  
it by PR19.
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asset base to flex to accommodate the 
environmental and economic pressures 
now faced.  Building in this flexibility will 
bring the opportunity to enhance existing 
assets with more bolt-on solutions to 
ensure that best value is achieved from 
the targeted investment. In addition,  
this doesn’t have to be focused on the 
end-of pipe solutions but can be more 
catchment based.

To achieve some of the necessary step 
changes to deliver this flexibility, there is 
a need to look at how interaction takes 
place across the sector. Good practices 
need to be shared rather than relying on 
the supply chain to push things through.  
This pull effect will have to take place 
across a number of areas if the impact of 
capital investment is to be maximised. 
Let’s not underestimate the massive 
behavioural change required if this step 
change is to be achieved.  For instance, 
Siltbuster has experience of working 
across a variety of sectors and clients who 
have significant challenging programmes 
and environmental constraints.  The 
business prides itself on being responsive 
to provide water treatment solutions; 
to resolve, protect or enhance existing 
infrastructure projects across the UK.  

Innovation and engagement
With the focus on environmental 
performance as well as best value for the 
customer, now is the time to evaluate 
resilient strategies to demonstrate the 
capabilities of the sector at working more 
effectively with its supply-chain.  This 
is something that has been repeatedly 
discussed but has often failed to 
materialise. However, when there are 
challenges to overcome and sufficient 
commitment, this change can take place. 
The commitment made by Ofwat, through 
the driving transformational innovation 
and the associated funding allocation, 
has presented the opportunity to pursue 
this; but it will rely on improved sector 
dialogue and the sharing of ideas  
and data.

The experience offered by working in 
other sectors is often untapped and there 
needs to be a greater willingness to accept 
that some of the principles developed 
outside the sector can be drawn on and 
translated to providing more resilient 
solutions for the water industry. As an 
example, let’s consider the construction 
of effluent treatment plants for the 
food and beverage or process sectors.  
The integration of supplier packages, 
utilising different construction materials 
and design horizons, all contribute to 
the sector achieving best value without 
impacting on production/manufacturing 
processes. Reasonable profit margins  
and returns on investment are  
maintained too.

Traditional build & procurement 
models
In addition to being prepared to learn 
from other industries, the water sector’s 
traditional build and procurement 
methodologies will have to adapt to 
suit the scale and complexity of the 
investment programme which PR19 
demands.  There has been some interest 
in developing more offsite build solutions 
to accommodate efficiencies, but it is clear 
that the full benefits have yet to  
be realised.

It’s encouraging to see packaged 
treatment plants being more widely 
deployed but for their full potential to be 
embraced, the sector needs to accept that 
a temporary treatment plant doesn’t have 
to be temporary.

For instance, often modular based 
packaged treatment systems can be 
perceived as temporary solutions, 
particularly when considering 
construction or commissioning activities.  
Yet, there are often instances of seasonal 
loading where this temporary kit provides 
a long-term answer. Such modular 
packaged plants allow the treatment 
capacity at a site to flex without putting 
undue stress on capital expenditure. It 
also avoids the out of season problem 
of a company having oversized assets 

that can have a detrimental impact. Such 
seasonal demand, which directly affects 
treatment solutions at the end of pipe, is 
massively influenced by industrial output 
and tourism. These are both things which 
are incredibly difficult to predict, making 
the case for rapidly deployed modular 
solutions even stronger. 

Therefore, temporary solutions could offer 
a best value option for some applications 
such as smaller or seasonally affected sites.  
Furthermore, the design and delivery 
process that goes into a temporary 
solution is no different to traditional 
build and as a further benefit, the asset 
life can be aligned more effectively.  
Added to this, packaged plant solutions 
are manufactured off site, providing 
programme certainty and reducing  
site risks.  

The use of modular systems in conjunction 
with traditional builds or technologies 
can ensure that asset life is optimised 
without the burden of excessive capital 
investment. This may well mean that there 
is a need to align objectives on the design 
horizons or review operating expenditure 
to ensure process optimisation. This is part 
of providing resilient and  

cost-effective solutions. Essentially, by 
working in collaboration with each other, 
the temporary solution allows the exiting 
asset’s capacity to flex when needed, 
meaning that it can adapt to the applied 
loads or environmental conditions being 
placed on it. 

In summary
The challenges of PR19 are an opportunity 
for the water industry to demonstrate 
how responsive it can be.  When critical 
emergency events occur, the industry 
does come together to find the most 
practical solution based on engagement, 
collaboration and willingness to succeed.  
AMP7 will rely on water companies 
working smarter and working together, 
sharing data, and supply chains being 
more open to the principles of delivery 
adopted in other sectors.  We cannot 
simply build our way out of the challenges. 
We need to be prepared to rethink where 
and how we invest our efforts, finances 
and risks.  The need to adapt will not only 
prove how responsive the industry is to 
meeting the challenging targets but will 
also be an opportunity to deliver resilient 
services to the customer in a more cost-
effective way.

How the water industry can respond to the challenges of PR19
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